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1. Maximize engagement and investment from your local Housing Authorities.

Your local housing authority is always the best place to start looking for funds to end homelessness, and some 
communities have multiple housing authorities. Housing authorities are a huge, undermined resource for driving 
solutions on homelessness, so you should learn to work closely with these vital organizations if you want to fund an 
effective homeless initiative. At Lead Homelessness, we interact with a lot of CoC’s that don’t have the kind of 
partnerships they need with their regional housing authorities, so we recommend that your CoC engage in a focused 
effort to build a meaningful relationship with every housing authority in your jurisdiction. Houston is a great example 
of a community that fully utilized the resources of its housing authorities to dramatically reduce homelessness.

2. Maximize engagement and investment from your local Veterans Administration

Some CoC’s also overlook the partnership opportunities that exist with the Veterans Administration. Money from 
HUD is available for your community through the VA as long as that money is used to help veterans, so learn how 
to tap into this additional stream of financial support in order to advance certain aspects of your initiative.

3. Reallocate funds from traditional housing programs toward modern housing options.

The adoption of the Housing First model was a real game changer in America’s efforts to confront homelessness, so 
Housing First has now become the official strategy of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
Consequently, another possible source of funding are those traditional efforts (like transitional housing) that can be 
redirected toward more proven methodologies like permanent supportive housing. By shifting your community away 
from some of the more antiquated models and toward more of the current best practices on homelessness, you will 
position your CoC to improve its scoring/evaluation with HUD and help you hold onto those funds that the federal 
government distributes to your community through your CoC.

4. Utilize reliable data and advocacy to drive philanthropic opportunities.

The great news regarding federal funding is that HUD dollars are relatively reliable, but the bad news is that federal 
money is both insufficient and inflexible. In other words, you have to use that money the way the government tells 
you to use it. That is why you must bolster your federal dollars with a prolific philanthropic base of giving that meets 
the needs your NOFA money cannot meet. Philanthropic dollars are fungible. In other words, they are more “flexi-
ble” than government dollars, and they can help finance aspects of your homeless initiative that HUD money cannot 
support. However, to attain these kinds of funds, especially at the levels you will need them, you will have to satu-
rate your community with an educational/inspirational/motivational advocacy campaign that creates the kind of 
“energy” around homelessness that can inspire local philanthropists to support. Data, of course, must be the 
foundation for any innovative, high-energy awareness campaign, but creativity will be needed to make your data 
credible and relevant.
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